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Details of Visit:

Author: Grade
Location 2: Waddon
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 5 Feb 11:45
Duration of Visit: 30 min
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Affinity
Phone: 02086811356

The Premises:

Entrance down an alleyway at end of shops on corner of main road. Parking on residential road that
follows after, so pretty safe.
Flat above shops is a bit cold, and probably needs a lick of paint, but the main working room is
nicely sorted with mirrors & video. Certainly no worse than any other similar working flat-type
scenario.

The Lady:

Described on phone as 22y.o. friendly bubbly and curvy. Can't argue.
Guess 5'5", 34C-25-36, but sometimes stats don't tell the whole story.

The Story:

Was working down in Croydon, so researched on Punternet and found Charlotte, but wasn't going
to be there when Charlotte was working, but the maid said that Holly was also very good, so went
along to see.
Already a queue to see her right at the start of the day, which suggested the maids comments were
correct. When I finally got my go, I was shown to the room and Holly came in and introduced herself
with a kiss (nice touch). We settled the price and left to undress.
When she came back, she stripped off and started to give me a body to body massage. Hands
were also being used to maximum effect. By now, any disappointments at not seeing Charlotte had
gone as Holly was hitting all the right buttons
Turned over for some more massage from those lovely breasts, before she then began OWO, that
was just heavenly. What can a guy do but then return the complement, so onto a nice bit of reverse
oral that hopefully hit the spot with her too.
By now, the needle on the hornometer was pointing to MAX., so she put the condom on with her
mouth before starting to ride me. So marvellous were the feelings, that I didn't even look in the
mirrors to watch - Total concentration on Holly and pleasure. We switched to doggie for some more
rampant sex and before I got to the fun of some mish, I could hold out no longer. Just fantastic.
After a clean-up, a nice bit of chat whilst getting dressed and another kiss to leave. A really great
session.
When I retire from this hobby and start compiling things like my "Desert Island Working-girls"
(Desert Island, 8 Girls and your luxury perversion), I'm pretty certain that Holly would feature on it.
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Highly recommended.
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